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Writing a review and outlook piece is often one of the more difficult tasks. I am reminded of a view
expressed by J. P. Morgan when asked what markets would do, he replied “they will fluctuate”, and then
went about his business. As we progress through the year, fluctuations will occur, giving credence to the
need for balance and diversity.
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January 2022
Market Review

We hope you had a Peaceful and Happy Christmas holiday and wish all our clients good health and the
absolute best for 2022. In this communication, we provide you with a way to keep informed of the latest
economic and investment market conditions and try to set out the consensus views on the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead. Our aim is to help you be more informed and inquisitive on such matters
leading to better investment decisions and by extension more acceptable returns on employed capital.

Inflation Headwinds
Since our inaugural ‘November 2021 Insights’
report published just two short months ago,
markets have had to contend with a growing
number of emerging challenges. The economic
cycle is not ending, but conditions are testing.
Nevertheless, opportunities across asset classes
remain with the necessity to make informed
decisions as changing circumstances dictate.
Omicron, the most prevalent Covid-19 virus
strain, which is transmitting across the Globe at
an alarming rate is now front and center in all
our decision making. Meanwhile in China,
property giant Evergrande, with liabilities in
excess of $300 billion, defaulted on its debts
and now faces bankruptcy. Closer to Europe,
Turkey plunged into crisis with its currency in
freefall. The Turkish lira has collapsed -45%
against the US dollar this year and inflation
recently surged above +21% in the country. All
of this happened in the last eight weeks and yet
equity markets remain undeterred. The FTSE
World Equity Index returned +1.4% in euro
terms from 01 November 2021 to 17 December
2021.

Perhaps the most pressing theme immediately
impacting consumers, businesses and investors is
inflation. Inflation affects the average person daily,
and while its causes are generally well-understood,
accurately predicting its magnitude and duration has
proven to be difficult, particularly following
COVID. The word “transitory” has become part of
the daily lexicon for those involved in the debate
over whether it will be persistent or not. UK CPI
rose +5.1% in November from +4.2% the prior
month, forcing the Bank of England to increase
interest rates from a record low 0.10% to 0.25% in
December last. A baby step but also a signal that a
trend change is at hand. EU CPI increased to +4.9%
in November versus +4.1% in October. The ECB
decided to keep interest rates unchanged at minus
0.50% for now. Meanwhile in the US, inflation
jumped to a concerning +6.2% according to latest
figures. When you increase the money supply
+400% from $4 trillion to $20 trillion in two years,
you should expect some problems!
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As stated, there is the possibility that inflation
will moderate this year as liquidity is gradually
withdrawn from the system and GDP growth
returns to trend with less monetary and fiscal
stimulus. Herein lies the challenge for
investors. Where is the best home for capital in
a world where the previous tailwinds of rising
economic growth and low inflation are
potentially set to reverse course?

Central Banks rescued their economies last
year following sharp pandemic-related
contractions in economic output in 2020. As
we look ahead, Managers generally
anticipate some longer-lasting impact on
trend levels of inflation, in part reflecting the
ongoing global economic recovery. These
effects are likely to be stronger in economies
such as the United States. However, with a
relatively elevated starting point for growth,
compared with last year, inflation across the
key developed and emerging economies is
expected to moderate again in the medium
term. Over the 10-year horizon the expected
inflation rate is circa 2.9%, a touch higher
from last year’s assumption.

In looking at the means by which investment
professionals integrate growth/inflationary
expectations into their asset allocations, the
following table reflects the various scenarios
and the impact on such asset classes.

Rising Inflation

INFLATIONARY BUST

INFLATIONARY BOOM

BUY:

Defensive equities
Inflation-linked bonds
Energy

BUY:

Growth, EM equities
Commodities

SELL:

Emerging markets
Long-term bonds

SELL:

Long-term bonds
USD

Falling GDP
Growth

Rising GDP
Growth
DISINFLATIONARY BUST

DISINFLATIONARY BOOM

BUY:

Long-term bonds
USD, Gold

BUY:

Growth equities
Cyclical equities
High yield credit

SELL:

Equities, commodities
Inflation-linked bonds

SELL:

Inflation-linked bonds
USD

Falling Inflation
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Figuring out which quadrant we are in, and more importantly, which quadrant we are destined to
land in next, will determine the most favourable assets to hold and identify the assets to discard in
2022. It is comforting, from an advisory perspective, to identify such component holdings in all
our Portfolio’s as we continually review and adapt to such a changing landscape. With this
framework in mind, let’s take a closer look at equity and bond markets to examine the
opportunities and risks that lie ahead.
Equities

Equities

Global
U.S.
Europe (ex
U.K.)
U.K.
Emerging Mkts
Japan

YTD*
+29.0%
+35.7%
+25.8%

1 Year
+31.1%
+37.8%
+29.4%

3 Years
+20.0%
+23.8%
+20.9%

5 Years
+13.2%
+16.2%
+13.5%

10 Years
+14.5%
+17.9%
+13.2%

+22.2%
+5.9%
+10.4%

+22.4%
+8.2%
+12.8%

+9.0%
+11.5%
+10.9%

+4.5%
+8.1%
+6.9%

+6.9%
+7.1%
+10.6%

*Data at 10th December 2021

It will be interesting to watch how equity markets
react to Central Banks taking a moderately more
hawkish view on inflation and interest rates. So
far, it is business as usual and equity markets
around the world continue to perform strongly.
Most investment managers expect more
headwinds in 2022 and as such, do not expect a
similar robust performance this year for equity
markets. However, if GDP growth can stabilise at
2-3% p.a. in developed markets in 2022 and
inflation begins to trend lower over time, there is a
case for a positive outcome for equity investors
this year. The path to this outcome is uncertain
and depends on the trends in economic growth
and inflation in the quarters ahead. In the interim,
it may be prudent to maintain a
balanced/diversified approach to capital
appreciation in anticipation of increased market
volatility in H1 2022 as GDP and inflation trends
reset lower.

We could see a resumption of the growth trend
and better risk/reward opportunities later in the
year. For equity investors, the asset classes
garnering most interest are the defensive sectors
like consumer staples and utilities over technology
and consumer discretionary stocks. Most
managers believe Value stocks ( A value stock is
any Share trading at a lower price than what
the company's performance may otherwise
indicate) should also outperform growth stocks
(A growth stock is any share in a company that is
anticipated to grow at a rate significantly above
the average growth for the market. These stocks
generally do not pay dividends) following years of
relative underperformance. The Russell 2000
Value Index has been trending lower versus the
Russell 2000 Growth Index for over a decade but
recently reversed course. Managers expect this
trend to continue this year.
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Bonds

EU Govt +5 Yrs.
EU Govt. +10
Yrs.
EU Corporates
EU Inflationlinked

YTD*
-2.4%
-3.5%

1 Year
-2.5%
-3.7%

3 Years
+5.2%
+7.6%

5 Years
+3.7%
+5.4%

10 Years
+6.3%
+8.2%

-1.1%
+7.1%

-1.2%
+7.2%

+2.3%
+5.9%

+1.7%
+4.0%

+3.4%
+3.7%

*Data at 10th December 2021

When GDP growth and inflation are rising sequentially, as was the case for much of 2021,
until recently, investors tend towards riskier assets like equities, commodities, real estate and
private equity and show limited interest in defensive assets like long duration government
bonds. This explains the poor relative and absolute performance of government bonds in
2021. In fact, given that inflation recently hit +5-6% in the US, UK and EU, the performance
of fixed interest securities held up quite well. During inflationary times, fixed interest
government bonds are often referred to as ‘certificates of confiscation’, as the fixed coupon
(rate of interest) paid to bond holders is eaten away by inflation over time. In contrast,
inflation-linked bonds tend to perform better in inflationary periods, as the coupon paid is
indexed to inflation (index-linked). The above table reflects this point in stark performance
numbers. Inflation-linked bonds provide an excellent investment for more conservative
investors during periods of rising inflation. More on this asset class later.
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Alternatives

GS Commodities
WTI Crude
Gold
Silver

YTD*
+43.2%
+57.4%
+3.3%
-7.8%

3 Years
+15.4%
+19.0%
+14.3%
+15.5%

5 Years
+5.4%
+4.5%
+9.3%
+6.3%

10 Years
-0.4%
-1.8%
+3.3%
-0.7%

*Data at 10th December 2021

Commodities, like other risk assets, enjoyed a very strong performance in 2021. Commodities
thrive in an environment of rising economic growth and rising inflation and often deliver
spectacular returns for investors able to withstand the volatility. The opposite of course is the
case when growth and inflation turn lower on a sequential basis. Again, understanding the
macro framework is key to the investment decision-making process, particularly as it relates
to commodities. Managers expect the commodity sector to experience increased volatility in
H1 2022 for reasons outlined earlier in this Newsletter, followed by a resumption of their
uptrend later in the year.

Market Outlook
Looking back over the last couple of years, it seems that while so much in our world has
changed, much has remained the same. We seem to be emerging from the worst of the crisis
and, though we expect elevated volatility and an economic recovery that is likely to be
uneven globally, the overall outlook is one of cautious optimism. From an investment
perspective, the main takeaway is that managers are expecting 2022 to feature slower (but
still solid) economic growth, ongoing inflation pressures, slowly rising interest rates and
diminishing fiscal and monetary policy support. Investment in this environment requires
balance and diversification with mangers expecting a rise in volatility and harder-to-find
investment returns.
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This month, we focus on inflationlinked bonds, an asset class we believe
represents an attractive investment
opportunity for conservative investors
seeking capital appreciation, equity
neutral returns and inflation
protection in today’s marketplace.

Sector
In
Focus

10-year government nominal
yield
CPI
10-year government real yield

Germany
-0.4%

UK
+0.8%

US
+1.4%

+5.2%

+5.1%

+6.2%

-5.6%

-4.3%

-4.8%

Traditionally, investors opted for fixed
interest government bonds as their lowrisk asset of choice to diversify their
portfolios. This strategy worked well
over the last two decades, providing
some shelter during excessive stock
market volatility. However, now with
interest rates near zero or below, fixed
interest government bonds no longer
offer the same defensive characteristics
for investors, even in a zero/low
inflation world. Introduce inflation into
the picture and you guarantee negative
returns for long-term bond holders.
Let’s look at an example. In Germany
today, the yield on a 10-year fixed
interest government bond is minus
0.4%. Inflation just hit a 29-year high of
+5.2% in Germany in November. So,
the real yield (nominal yield minus
inflation) on a 10-year German bund is
currently minus 5.6%. The real yield for
UK bond investors today is minus 4.3%
and it is minus 4.8% for bond investors
in the US.

In contrast to fixed interest government
bonds, the coupons (rate of interest) of
inflation-linked bonds are indexed to
inflation and therefore give some
protection to investors during periods
of rising inflation. For example, EU
inflation linked bonds outperformed
EU fixed interest government bonds by
+10% in 2021. This asset class is
under-owned by the investment
community and may well substitute
fixed income securities in the years
ahead, especially if inflation becomes a
persistent problem.
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Inflation-linked bonds are not without risk. If inflation falls or interest rates rise, real yields will
rise, and inflation-linked securities will fall in value. That said, a strong case is being made that
governments will be slow to raise interest rates, given the high debt burden most countries are
carrying. Whilst the belief exists that inflation is here to stay for the foreseeable future in such a
climate, we recommend this asset class for consideration. We favour Global Index-Linked
Sovereign Bonds. Sovereign Bonds are one of two means by which Government spending is funded
– taxation and borrowing. When a Government borrows money, it issues an IOU called a Sovereign
Bond. Inflation Linked Sovereign Bonds are indexed to Inflation so that the principal and interest
payments rise and fall with the rate of Inflation. With Global Inflation rising and investors
increasingly focusing on Investment & Inflation risk, investing in Inflation-Linked Bonds may be a
solution to hedging against a period of higher Inflation.
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